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Summary

EU fiscal rules as we assume them

The French budget procedures and EU fiscal rules

How could we (collectively) do better ? 
■ Tax expenditure
■ The public sector
■ Sustainability

■ SGP
■ A common language : national accounting
■ Soft law, peer pressure, qualitative recommendations

■ No direct reference to SGP in fiscal law
■ Direct inspiration (MTO, fiscal discipline)
■ What we are doing right now : multi-year budgeting, general accounting…

■ ?
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EU fiscal rules as we assume them

EU fiscal rules : what are we talking about ?
■ Stability and Growth Pact : the legislative corpus is quite light 

but simple
– Close to balance or in surplus ? ≠ expenditure / tax target (officially at 

least)
– News concerns : A longer term perspective (sustainability)
– Designing a path rather than fiscal rules

Defining MTO
Rhythm of fiscal consolidation
Taking into account ‘circumstances’…

■ A decisive dimension : a common language
– National accounting
– Coordinated by Eurostat and applied by national independent statisticians
– Eurostat decisions are closely observed
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EU fiscal rules as we assume them

■ Soft law, peer pressure and qualitative 
recommendations

– Commission opinion on convergence / stability programs 
– Peer pressure, Eurogroup orientations … and policy advice by the 

Commission  
– Public finance in EMU / the Grid (2007) : is it conclusive ?

Cautious macroeconomic assumptions
Independent body for economic assumptions (but who knows today about 
inflation ?)
Early association of Parliament / vote on programs ?
Multi-year planning
Defining structural guidelines in the use of unexpected extra revenues and 
generally speaking prepare bad times in good times…
….
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The French budget procedures

General question for MoF :
how to turn external pressure into an objective ally ?

■ No direct reference to SGP in French fiscal law
– Little room for EU SGP, no formal link with budget procedure, poor political 

legitimacy of EU fiscal rules
– LOLF : Government has to present with the budget law a multi-year perspective on 

public finance
not the stability program
not voted by Parliament
(till now) no vote of a balance / surplus target in public accounts

■ Direct inspiration (MTO, fiscal discipline)
– EU has brought greater consciousness about the real scope of public finance 

(around 1000 billion € in France)
– MTO, structural adjustements
– Our fiscal rules : ‘expenditure norm’, unexpected revenue use 
– Political pressure has some results – Policy advice (May 28th)
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Our fiscal strategy is enshrined in the EU fiscal rules

General Gov’t expenditure 1997- 2007 Aim 2008-2012

Objective 1 : debt  <60% GDP in 2012

Objective 2 :  balanced accounts in 2012

Growth : 2,5% (program will be 
adjusted)

Tax burden cannot be increased

Structural adjustment on the expenditure side : general 
government expenditure = 1,1 % in real terms on an 

annual basis

2,25% volume 1,10% volumeSoit une réduction de moitié par 
rapport aux dix dernières années

To achieve a balanced position by 2012, the French Gvt’s strategy is to 
strongly reduce public expenditure : annual progression should be limited to 
half of what it has been over the past ten years

For central Government : increase of expenditure limited to inflation on a 
wider scope
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The path to balance – presented in the National Conference of 
public finance (May 28th) 

Déficit public
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Central Government expenditure only represents one 
third of total public expenditure – need to share the 
efforts

Public expenditure
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What we are doing right now : multi-year budgeting

■ What we are doing right now : multi-year budgeting
■ Constitutional reform in Parliament : 

– a new category of law
– a reference to the objective of balanced public accounts

■ Multi-year budgeting
– For the central budget (expenditure ceilings)
– For the general budget : having the stability program converted into national commitment

Stability program Public finance programing law
Credibility Rolling programmation Firm programmation
Firmness Slipperies are not compensated for Measures to be taken if slippery
Expenditure Very global approach Detailed multi-year budget (central Gov't)

No definition of structural reforms RGPP, social reforms (tbd)
Revenue Optimitic assumptions Cautious assumptions ? 

Tax cuts not integrated but practiced Soft law
Institution Gov't act - no debate in Parliament Voted in Parliament
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What we are doing right now : general accounting / accrual basis

■ Since LOLF (constitutional bylaw on budget acts) : 3 accounting systems
– Cash-basis accounting
– General / accrual basis accounting
– Cost accounting 

■ Our efforts 
– Having all managers thinking about consequences of their acts in national 

accounts…
– Improving general accountability / knowledge of real charges
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How could we (collectively) do better ? 

Some of our reflexions this year 
■ No golden rule for central government

– France has a good ratio of public investment to GDP
– No reason for specifying the rule for sub-sectors
– Our objective is balance

■ How to control tax expenditure ? 
– 486 different measures, approx. cost of 73 Md€

– growing subjet in public debate
– a constraining norm ? complex

Work on new measures only ?
Work on the stock ? 

Stabilize the stock 
: for every new 
measure do away 
with another one

Stabilize the cost : 
for every € of new 
measure 1 € less 
on another

Integrate tax 
expenditure in 
the ‘expenditure 
norm’

Constraining level on the 
amount of some tax 
expenditure measures on a 
multi-year basis + corrective 
measures un case of 
slippery

Annual 
objective on the 
total amount (+  
corrective 
measures in case 
of slippery)

NO

Studied

Studied
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How could we (collectively) do better ?

■ The public sector : risks – consolidation ?
– PFI
– Financial entities
– Debt garanty

■ Sustainability : what strikes public opinion

■ EU, IMF, OECD… ?

■ See www.performance-gouv.fr

http://www.performance-gouv.fr/
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